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SNPWG had its 12th meeting in Tokyo Japan, hosted by JHOD and JHA in June of this year. A number of reports 
were presented on the work done by the working group members during the period since the last meeting. The 
highlights of these are below, as well as outlines on the additional work done since this meeting. 
 

Modelling the data 

The data dictionary in the SNPWG wiki continues to evolve. As consideration is given to real data, existing features 
and attributes have been revised and new features and attributes have been created to improve re-usability and 
relationships. We are using Wikipedia technology. Essentially every feature and every attribute have their own chat 
rooms.  This enables a rapid exchange of views, hopefully leading to agreement, but sometimes to scrapping the 
idea. 

 

Populate the NPUBS Register 

There has been no change to the NPUBS the state of the Feature Concept Dictionary so far as it is considered the 
SNPWG model is still changing too frequent. 

 

Test data-set 

Textual test data-sets have been produced for the approaches to Micklefirth in the S-64 test ENC. So now for this 
imaginary area we now have a small set of Nautical Publications: 

• Sailing Directions for a port and for a number of waterways; 
• Radio signals for the S Indian Ocean, for coastal waters and for port approaches; 
• And some climatic environmental data. 

We then tried to map this old style paper data to our digital data model.  To make this clear, we looked at each fact in 
the imaginary nautical publications and tried to fit it into a feature and its attributes. 

Our key finding was that well structured data will fit easily into this data model but where we have long textual 
paragraphs it becomes increasingly difficult to do anything other than capture the whole paragraphs as “Textural 
description”.  Some Regulation can be summarised into simple instructions for Masters of vessels, but in many cases 
it will remain necessary to provide lengthy text.  

  



Marine Protected Areas 

At SNPWG12 the group had an initial discussion of the new work item given by HSSC1, this lead to a realization that 
Marine Protected Areas (MPA) provide a very useful stepping stone.   MPA vector data already exists; it is provided 
by many nations represented here; and it is publicly available.  We therefore decided to use this data as a first test 
data set.  We decided to display it against S-57. And we decided to produce it, initially at least, in GML. And therefore 
request that GML encoding be added to S-100. The draft MPA Application Schema is attached to this report as 
Attachment 1. 

Since June this work item sub-group has moved ahead quickly.  We now have a first draft application schema in 
UML. Doing this work has stimulated further development on the NPubs data model and that is still going on.  

 

Problems Encountered 

It has been found that it is too early to populate the NPUBS Feature Concept Dictionary. As the MPA work has 
shown, when detailed consideration is given to a new subject area, careful revision of the model is required. This is 
reflected in the paper requesting changes to the S-100 GFM.  

 



«InformationType»
ShipReport 

+ categoryOfShipReport:  categoryOfShipReport 
+ imoFormatForReporting:  boolean

Marine Protected Area 
Application Schema

«Feature Class»
MarineProtectedArea 

+ categoryOfIUCN:  enumeration
+ categoryOfRestrictedArea:  enumeration
+ jurisdiction:  enumeration
+ restriction:  enumeration

«InformationType»
Authority

+ categoryOfAuthority :  categoryOfAuthority

«InformationType»
NauticalInformation 

+ categoryOfAuthority :  enumeration

«InformationType»
Recommendations 

+ categoryOfAuthority :  enumeration

«InformationType»
Regulations 

+ categoryOfAuthority :  enumeration

«InformationType»
Restrictions 

+ categoryOfAuthority:  enumeration

«InformationType»
ContactDetails 

+ administrativeDivision :  characterstring
+ internetAddress:  characterstring
+ telegraphAddress :  characterstring
+ callName :  characterstring
+ callSign:  characterstring
+ cityName :  characterstring
+ communicationChannel:  characterstring
+ country :  characterstring
+ deliveryPoint :  characterstring [0..*]
+ emailAddress :  characterstring
+ mMSICode:  int
+ telephoneNumber:  characterstring
+ telephoneNumberOutsideWorkingHours:  characterstring
+ faxNumber :  characterstring
+ telexNumber:  characterstring
+ postalCode:  characterstring

«InformationType»
ServiceHours 

«InformationType»
Applicability 

+ ballast :  Boolean
+ categoryOfCargo :  enumeration
+ categoryOfDangerousOrHazardousCargo:  enumeation
+ categoryOfRelationship:  enumeration
+ categoryOfVesselRegistry :  enumeration
+ categoryOfVessel:  enumeration
+ thicknessOfIceCapability :  int
+ logicalConnectives:  enumeration
+ vesselPerformance:  characterstring

«ComplexAttributeType»
noticeTime 

+ noticeTimeHours:  real [0..*] {ordered}
+ noticeTimeText:  characterstring [0..1]
+ operation:  enumeration [0..1]

«enumeration»
categoryOfShipReport 

 sailing plan 
 position report 
 deviation report 
 final report 
 dangerous goods report 
 harmful substances report 
 marine pollutants report 
 any other report 

«enumeration»
categoryOfAuthority

 customs
 border control
 police
 port
 immigration
 health
 coast guard
 agricultural
 military
 private company 
 maritime police 
 environmental 
 fishery 
 finance 
 maritime 

«enumeration»
categoryOfIUCN

 Category Ia
 Category Ib
 Category II
 Category III
 Category IV
 Category V
 Category VI

«Generalized Type»
FeatureType

+ dateEnd:  Date [0..1]
+ dateStart:  Date [0..1]
+ periodEnd:  Date [0..1]
+ periodStart:  Date [0..1]
+ status:  status [0..*]
+ pictorialRepresentation:  characterstring [0..*]
+ scaleMax:  int [0..1]
+ scaleMinimum:  int [0..1]
+ sourceDate:  Date [0..*]
+ sourceIndication:  characterstring [0..*]

«ComplexAttributeType»
objectName

+ objectName:  characterstring [1..*]
+ language:  characterstring [1..*]

«ComplexAttributeType»
information

+ information:  characterstring [1..*]
+ language:  characterstring [1..*]

«ComplexAttributeType»
textualDescription

+ textualDescription:  characterstring [1..*]
+ language:  characterstring [1..*]

«enumeration»
status

 permanent
 occasional
 recommended
 not in use
 periodic/intermittent
 reserved
 temporary
 private
 mandatory
 historic
 public
 watched
 un-watched

«Generalized Type»
InformationType

+ dateEnd
+ dateStart
+ periodStart
+ periodEnd
+ recordingDate
+ recordingIndication
+ sourceDate
+ sourceIndication

«ComplexAttributeType»
workingSchedule

+ dayOfWeek:  enumeration [0..7] {ordered}

«InformationType»
NonStandardWorkingDay

+ fixedDate :  Date [0..*]
+ variableDate :  characterstring [0..*]

«ComplexAttributeType»
workingHoursOfDay

+ timeReference:  enumeration
+ timeOfStartOfWork:  time [1..*] {ordered}
+ timeOfEndOfWork:  time [1..*] {ordered}

«ComplexAttributeType»
dayOfWeekRange

- dayOfWeek:  enumeration [2] {ordered}

«enumeration»
dayOfWeek 

 monday 
 tuesday 
 wednesday 
 thursday 
 friday 
 saturday 
 sunday 

«enumeration»
timeReference 

 UTC 
 LT 

«enumeration»
operation

 largest value 
 smallest value 

«ComplexAttributeType»
vesselsMeasurements 

+ vesselsCharacteristics:  enumeration [0..1] {ordered}
+ vesselsCharacteristicsValue:  real [0..1] {ordered}
+ comparisonOperator:  enumeration [0..1] {ordered}

«ComplexAttributeType»
underKeelClearance 

+ underKeelClearanceFixed:  real [0..1] {ordered}
+ underKeelClearanceVariable:  real [0..1] {ordered}
+ operation:  enumeration [0..1] {ordered}

«enumeration»
categoryOfDangerousOrHazardousCargo 

 Class 1; Division 1.1
 Class 1; Division 1.2
 Class 1; Division 1.3
 Class 1; Division 1.4
 Class 1; Division 1.5
 Class 1; Division 1.6
 Class 2.1
 Class 2.2
 Class 2.3
 Class 3
 Class 4.1
 Class 4.2
 Class 4.3
 Class 5.1
 Class 5.2
 Class 6.1
 Class 6.2
 Class 7
 Class 8
 Class 9
 Harmful Substances in packaged form

«enumeration»
categoryOfCargo 

 bulk 
 container 
 general
 liquid 
 passenger 
 livestock 
 dangerous or hazardous 

«enumeration»
categoryOfRelationship

 prohibited 
 not recommended 
 permitted 
 recommended 
 required 
 included 
 excepted 

«enumeration»
categoryOfVesselRegistry

 domestic 
 foreign 

«enumeration»
categoryOfVessel

 general cargo vessel
 container carrier
 tanker
 bulk carrier
 passenger vessel
 roll-on roll-off
 refrigerated cargo vessel
 fishing vessel
 service
 warship

«enumeration»
logicalConnectives

 logical conjunction
 logical disjunction 

«enumeration»
vesselsCharacteristics

 breadth
 displacement tonnage
 displacement light
 displacement loaded
 draught
 deadweight tonnage
 gross tonnage
 net tonnage
 height
 length overall
 length at waterline

«enumeration»
comparisonOperator 

 greater than
 greater than or equal to
 less than
 less than or equal to
 equal to
 not equal to

«enumeration»
categoryOfRestrictedArea

 Nature Reserve
 Bird Sanctuary
 Game Reserve
 Seal Sanctuary
 Historic Wreck Area
 Research Area
 Fish Sanctuary
 Ecological Reserve
 Environmentally Sensitive Sea Area (ESSA)
 Particularly Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA)
 Coral Sanctuary 

«enumeration»
jurisdiction

 international
 national
 national sub-division

«enumeration»
restriction

 anchoring prohibited
 anchoring restricted
 fishing prohibited
 fishing restricted
 trawling prohibited
 trawling restricted
 entry prohibited
 entry restricted
 dredging prohibited
 dredging restricted
 diving prohibited
 diving restricted
 no wake
 area to be avoided
 Construction prohibited
 discharging prohibited
 discharging restricted
 industrial or mineral exploration/development prohibited
 industrial or mineral exploration/development restricted
 drilling prohibited
 drilling restricted
 removal of historical artifacts prohibited
 cargo transhipment (lightering) prohibited
 dragging prohibited
 stopping prohibited
 landing prohibited
 speed restricted

Geometry

Metadata

0..* +Applicability

0..*

0..*

+Recommendations

0..*

0..*

0..*
0..*

1..*

0..*

+Applicability

0..*

0..1
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0..*

+managementAuthority0..*
+Applicability0..*

0..*

+Information

0..*

0..*

+Restrictions

0..*
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+issuingAuthority 0..*
+shipReport 0..*

+managementAuthority0..*

+Contact Details0..*

0..*

+Regulations

0..*

0..*
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0..*
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